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tracking and real-time vehicle monitoring and control.
We develop and manufacture full solution internally
and provide them along with in-depth knowledge and
support.
-

Founded in 2017
Based in the United Kingdom
Clients and partners in 127 countries
Multilingual Platform

Our vision – Growth and Excellence in Transport
Telematics.
Our mission – We enable companies to save costs,
time and increase their customer satisfaction by
globally providing integrated transport telematics
management, insurance telematics.
Our values – Creativity, Responsibility
Cooperation.
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Fleet
Management
Solutions
Fleet monitoring & control
management.
Fuel monitoring & control
Accurate fuel level and consumption
information to reduce fuel costs.

Simple Route
Planning

Precide
Navigation

Eco-Drive
Driver behaviour monitoring and
control to reduce fuel consumption
and maintenance costs.
Tachograph data download
Easier management of a driver’s
working and resting time.
Route planning & scheduling
Route and schedule creation to

Driver
Behavior

Cargo Monitoring
Temperature Monitoring

every trip.
Vehicle & cargo security
A set of features and tools to improve
the security of a vehicle and its cargo.

Passenger Detection
& Counter

4
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Fleet
Management
Service

Connectivity
and reliable connectivity everywhere and at all times.

enables businesses to equip a higher number of
without large investment.
- Lifetime warranty and support
- Fixed monthly fee
- No large initial payment
Easier way
It is simply better. Fleet management service provides
a lifetime warranty and support for devices and
ensures faster issue solving. Devices also come

global coverage and with one of the highest possible
reliability records in the market. In order to provide
broader coverage and lower risk of connectivity loss,
our SIM cards are able to operate with in-country
multicarrier support.
Currently our solutions have connectivity in over
100 countries across the world, with over 300 local
network operators. Connectivity is provided by known
and trusted partners who have proved themselves
multiple times as truly reliable providers.
- Broad geographical coverage
- Good quality of connectivity

monthly fee will help to better plan business costs.
Better management
This creates new opportunities for your company.
Without the need for a large initial sum, you can
connect more objects faster and invest remaining
funds in other areas, thus improving your business.
value for them. Fleet management service also gives
broader coverage and lower risk of connectivity loss
due to in-country multicarriers.
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Fleet Monitoring
& Control
Real-time information on vehicle, driver and cargo
enables transport managers to make better decisions
that contribute to business growth and success.
The GPS tracking device with the TrustTrack system
and sizes.

resulting in reduced vehicle operating costs and saved
employee time. It also enables timely decisions to
be made based on accurate data, and improves the
Secure cargo and passengers
Real-time data and alerts enable transport managers
to react instantly to critical or unplanned situations

8

Fuel Monitoring
& Control
maintenance costs, so it is important to manage it in
the best possible way in order for a company to reduce
operational costs. Our fuel monitoring and control
solution provides companies with accurate fuel
information that allows companies to make decisions
that help to save and optimise fuel consumption.
Accurate fuel management
Detailed information on fuel level and consumption
allows transport managers to compare drivers and
vehicles according to their fuel consumption and
distance travelled, plan trips and refuelling stops, and
analyse real-time fuel consumption data to improve

vehicle, cargo or driver.

Fuel savings and control
Real-time fuel level and consumption information
allows transport managers to prevent and detect fuel
theft events. Fuel level decrease and increase events
are clearly displayed, therefore it is possible to identify

of transport managers and drivers, and contributes
to overall vehicle safety. The solution allows vehicle
ignitions to be blocked, and, in the case of theft, vital
information can be provided for vehicle recovery.

tank for as much as he paid. Furthermore, when a
driver knows that fuel is being monitored, he is less
likely to waste fuel with his actions, as he will have to
take responsibility for it.

-

- Reduce fuel consumption
- Identify and prevent fuel theft
9

Eco-Drive

Remote
Tachograph Data
Reading

Teaching drivers small simple driving habits will save
vehicle maintenance costs. This solution processes trip
data and creates insights into possible improvements
Fuel savings and control
Bad driving habits such as harsh braking or
acceleration, idling, or speeding waste fuel and
increase its consumption. The Eco-drive solution
driving style should change in order to save fuel.
Driver behaviour and motivation
Detailed trip information permits the ranking of drivers
system based on their performance. This can be used
to motivate drivers and improve their driving style.
Secure cargo and passengers
A safer and more relaxed driving style also contributes
to the safety of vehicle, cargo and driver by reducing
the risk of accidents. Moreover it creates a better
experience for passengers and prolongs the life of the
vehicle.

- Reduce fuel consumption
- Improve driver skills and motivation
10

Tachograph solutions simplify the management of
driver working and resting time. They ensure that
drivers work the appropriate amount of time and do
not break any regulations.
Longer journeys
Remote tachograph data download is especially useful
for companies with vehicles driving long distances
and international routes, as it eliminates the need for
expensive time-consuming physical tachograph data
collection.
Easy to use
Tachograph data is provided in .ddd format, which
is used and required by most transport-related
government institutions. Additional tools for data
analysis and created insights improve the work for
transport managers and drivers.

- Plan longer trips
- Manage working time better
11

Route Planning
& Scheduling
The distribution business requires the very best
route planning and scheduling to achieve maximum

Vehicle & Cargo
Security
Commercial vehicles and the cargoes they carry are
damage to the business if they are not well protected.
This solution has a set of various features and assets
to improve the security of vehicle and cargo.

Deliver more and drive less
Automatic planning and scheduling generates
delivery routes that eliminate as many empty miles
as possible. Every trip is planned to use full vehicle
capacity, available driver time and delivery points that
are as close as possible.

Cargo security
Additional door

Adapt to client needs
This permits adaptation to a client’s preferred time.
The routes created and the delivery schedules satisfy
client time conditions while still being optimised for

Vehicle safety
Remote ignition blocking and alert buttons prevent a

sensors

and

trailer-opening

use by instantly informing the driver and transport
manager.

and cargo at a certain time to be determined.
Route planning and scheduling is done by taking
into account all available vehicles, cargo, pick-up
and delivery points, time conditions, etc. This way, it

12

each vehicle and driver to the fullest and frees up
resources.

Perishable cargo protection
Ensuring the right temperature is essential for
perishable goods transportation. With this solution,
the temperature can be monitored directly from the
refrigerating equipment, and temperature sensors
can be installed for extra protection.

- Reduce empty miles
-

- Avoid losses due to cargo temperature
changes
- Improve vehicle and cargo security
13

GPS Tracking
Hardware &
Software

Hardware
We supply a wide range of GPS tracking
devices – from basic to advanced
trackers, and support over 400 GPS devices.
Software
Real-time Vehicle and Asset monitoring and
software.
Multilingual ready.
Works on any device with internet capability.
Development and support
All software products
are developed within Live Tracking
department of SJD Computers Limited
and fully supported by our technical support team

14
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Live Tracking’s
Applications
and Features.

Maintenance manager
inspection tasks.
Communication and tasks – communicate directly with drivers
directly with the Live Tracking app.
Geozones – create virtual geographical zones and manage
your vehicles with preset work areas.
Other features

Live Tracking is a real-time vehicle monitoring and control
software.
With Live Tracking you can manage any type of fleet and
save everyone’s time and money.
You will always know what is happening with your fleet
and what could be improved.
Status – view real-time fleet information and a
performance overview.

more.
Reports – various reports that can be easily customized, printed
and exported. Available reports: trips, working hours, events, fuel,
temperature, geozones, DTC, log book etc.
Sensors – data available from a vehicle’s on-board computer such as
speed, fuel consumption, RPM’s, mileage, DTC Codes etc.

History – analyse vehicle activity history to
improve performance.
Events – get informed when speciﬁc events
happen and take action.
Eco-driving – monitor driver behaviour to
improve driving style and reduce fuel and maintenance
costs.
Fuel module – manage fuel accurately to reduce fuel
consumption and costs.
Routing – create and send routes with the
Google maps feature.
Driver Identiﬁcation – automatically assign drivers to
vehicles using RFID or manually.
DTC Trouble Codes – maintain your vehicles with the DTC
diagnostics.

16
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Mobile
Application
and Features.

Plans of

Live Tracking’s Tracker APP,
This app allows you to turn your Android and IOS
mobile into a tracking device.
The Android App comes with a chat facility which
improves driver’s and managers communication.
Communicate direct from the platform and mobile
app to send messages between driver and fleet
manager, upload images in JPG PNG format.
Live Tracking Server APP,
This app is available for Android and IOS mobile
users.
The server app allows you to view all your devices
in real time, send commands, view history and
events at anytime.

Live Tracking APP’s

18
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Hardwired
Tracker +
Telematics

GPS/GLONASS module

Ublox EVA-M8M

Battery

Li-Pol 190 mAh

Digital inputs

4 inputs

Analogue inputs

2 inputs

Digital outputs

2 outputs

Internal memory

4 MB

Accelerometer

3 axes

1 Wire

1 –Wire peripherals

Firmware

Over the air through
GPRS, USB or SMS

GPS/GLONASS antenna

Internal

GSM antenna

Internal

Power Supply

10 – 32 V DC

Operating
temperature

-30 +60 °C

Size

64.5 x 61 x 22 mm

A light is a compact GPS tracker designed
for vehicle tracking and monitoring tasks such as
providing information on vehicle location, speed, trip
history, mileage, fuel level, etc. The device has an
internal GPS & GSM antenna making it small and very
vehicle and makes installation much easier.
The device communicates using GSM (2G) networks,
and it is also available in version that supports UMTS
(3G).

LT HW04 light functionalities:
- Vehicle location, history, mileage, speed and activity
monitoring
- Driver behaviour monitoring (Eco-Drive)
- Temperature monitoring
- Remote ignition blocking
- Internal Geozones
- Jamming resistant
- Various features via SMS and GPRS Commands

20

1-Wire
Temperature sensor
iButton reader

DIN
Door sensor
Panic button
Step detector
Ignition blocking relay

DOUT
Eco-Drive panel
Ignition blocking relay
Buzzer
LED
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OBD + Can Data

Power Supply

12/24 V DC (range:10 - 32 V DC)

Size

62.3 x52 x28 mm

Internal storage

4 MB (min. 30000 records)

Firmware/

An OBD is a Plug & Play type GPS tracking device
that connects to the vehicle via an OBD II socket. Fast
and simple installation eliminates installation costs
and allows on-the-spot presentation of the device. By
assigning each employee their own device, the driver
instead of the vehicle can be tracked, and the device

Over the air GPRS or USB

Interfaces

OBD II Connection
Micro USB

GPS/GLONASS module

Ublox EVA-M8M

GPS/GLONASS antenna

Internal

GSM modem

Quectel M95

GSM antenna

Internal

Accelerometer

3 axes

Battery (FM-Plug4+)

LiPo 3,7 V 190 mAh

This device comes with an integrated battery

FM-Plug4 functionalities:
- Vehicle location, history, mileage, speed monitoring
- OBD data
- Vehicle towing detection
Functionalities for driver behaviour monitoring:
- Speeding
- Excessive idling
- High RPM
- Hard acceleration
- Hard braking
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LT -Tco4
LT-Tco4 is a highly advanced GPS tracker for all
types of heavy vehicles – trucks, busses, agriculture,
mining, building and other special machinery. It
is designed to track and monitor vehicles and
perform advanced tasks – read on-board computer
data (CANbus), monitor driver behaviour, remotely
download tachograph data, manage fuel, etc.

Ublox EVA-M8M

1 Wire

1 –Wire peripherals

Battery

Internal Li-Po 1050 mAh

Firmware

Digital inputs

4 inputs

Over the air GPRS, USB
or SMS

Analogue inputs

2 inputs

GPS/GLONASS antenna

External

Digital outputs

2 outputs

GSM antenna

Internal

CANbus

FMS, J1708

Power Supply

10 - 32 V DC

RS232 / RS485

2 x RS232
1 x RS485

Operating
temperature

-35 +55 °C

Internal memory

4 MB (up to 32 GB)

Size

111 x 75 x 25 mm

Accelerometer

3 axes

GPS/GLONASS module

The device communicates using GSM (2G) networks,
and it is also available in version that supports UMTS
(3G).

LT-Tco4 functionalities:

- Real-time data from GPS, Accelerometer, etc.
- Driver behaviour monitoring (Eco-Drive)
- CANbus reading
- Tachograph data reading and downloading (.ddd
format)
- Temperature monitoring

- Remote ignition blocking
- Fuel monitoring
- Internal Geozones
- Dual transparent channel
- Various features via SMS
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RS232 / RS485
Fuel level sensor
RFID reader
Garmin
Smart card detector

1-Wire
Temperature sensor
iButton reader
RFID reader

CAN
EasyCan
DIN
Door sensor
Panic button
Step detector

DOUT
Eco-Drive panel
Buzzer
LED
Ignition blocking relay
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DIGIDL / E / EX
The digiDL-EX is a highly advanced GPS tracker for all
types of heavy vehicles – trucks, busses, agriculture,
mining, building and other special machinery. It
is designed to track and monitor vehicles and
perform advanced tasks – read on-board computer
data (CANbus), monitor driver behaviour, remotely
download tachograph data, manage fuel, etc.

GPS/DSP module

Tachosys

1 Wire

1 –Wire peripherals

Battery

N/A

Firmware

Digital inputs

4 inputs

Over the air GPRS, USB
or SMS

Analogue inputs

2 inputs

GPS/DSP antenna

External

Digital outputs

2 outputs

GSM antenna

Internal

CANbus
Internal memory

FMS, J1708
4 MB (up to 32 GB)

Power Supply

9 - 36 V DC

Accelerometer

3 axes 2g,4g,8g,16g

Operating
temperature

-40 +85 °C

Size

H 45 x W 110 x D 120 mm

The device communicates using GSM (2G) networks,
and it is also available in version that supports UMTS
(3G).

digi DL-EX functionalities:
Bluetooth

- Real-time data from GPS, Accelerometer, etc.
- Driver behaviour monitoring (Eco-Drive)
- CANbus reading
- Tachograph data reading and downloading (.ddd
format)
- Temperature monitoring

GPS
FMS

D8

K-Line

- Fuel monitoring
- Geozones

Inputs
4 digital,
2 analogue,
1 X I²C
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Accessories

Additional Accessories

Additional features
A range of accessories for additional
features such as engine blocking,
driver behaviour monitoring, door
control and more.
Easier installation
Accessories designed to simplify the
GPS trackers installation process.
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Fuel Level
Sensor
The fuel level sensor is for universal fuel
management – monitoring fuel level, controlling fuel
consumption and preventing fuel theft. It is available
in standard and advanced versions, and the same
sensor probe can be used with different heads – ECO
and PRO.

FLS ECO
Power supply

12/24 V DC
(range: 10-32 V DC)

Accuracy

<1% error

Probe length

300 - 750 mm

IP protection

IP 68

Calibration

Wet (PC connection
required) and dry

Data output

Analog,
Frequency,
RS232 (for

FLS PRO
Analog,
Frequency,
RS232, RS485

Inclinometer

No

X; Y axis

Temperature
measure

No

Yes

Tethering in
FLS head

No

Yes

Advanced electronics:
- Digital measurement
- Measurement accuracy of 99%
- Analogue: Voltage and Frequency
- RS232 and RS485 interfaces
- Inclinometer
- Temperature sensor
Solid construction:
- Aluminium housing
- Probe length 300 - 750 mm
- Extra protected cables and connections
- Galvanic isolation
Easy installation:
- Dry and wet calibration
- Cable length — 7 meters
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Eco-Drive Panel

Temperature Sensors

The Eco-Drive panel can be used in with our HW-04
manufactured device for monitoring driver behaviour
in real-time. The Eco-Panel informs the driver through
light and sound indicators when his driving actions are
causing fuel wastage and faster vehicle depreciation.
Driving information is also sent to the real-time
monitoring and control system, which analyses driver
behaviour and enables driver performance to be
evaluated.

Ruptela temperature sensors are designed for
measuring the temperature of the cargo and the
refrigerators. The sensors operate with an accuracy
of ±0.5°C in the temperature range from -40°C to

Easy WIRES

Door Sensors

make it easier and more professional, we have made
a small gadget for connecting multiple accessories
to the tracking device. It is called EasyWires, and
will increase the quality of the installation, reduce
installation errors and save 20 minutes per each device
installation. With this accessory, even beginners can
perform a professional installation.

ensuring its durability despite various harsh working
environments.

The door sensors record door opening and closing
events, which are transmitted to the monitoring
system. The device is easily installed, is reliable, and
is often used for monitoring opening-closing events
in refrigerated semi-trailers. The door sensors are
perfectly adapted for the protection of cargo against
third party actions and natural forces.

Easy CAN
EasyCAN is used for fast and safe connection to a
vehicle’s on-board computer (CANbus). EasyCAN
connects a GPS tracking device to the vehicle’s onboard computer, without cutting any wires and
without violating the manufacturer’s warranty.
EasyCAN can read data from FMS and J1708 CANbus.
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Panic Button

Engine Relay Block

The Panic button increases the safety of the vehicle,
the driver and the cargo. In case of an emergency, the
driver can quickly send an emergency message to the
manager. The message is received in the monitoring
and control system or by SMS.

The engine relay is a device designed for blocking

RFID Reader

Card Readers

The RFID reader is a card and a small reader designed

The Company card reader is used for remotely
reading tachograph and driver card data, and for its
transmission to Live Tracking. The data is obtained in the

implemented in your company can be used. The RFID
reader shows who used the vehicle, and when, and
who was in charge of it. It is possible to block the
vehicle’s engine and notify the driver by an audio

33

unauthorised use of the vehicle. Remote activation of
the relay is possible through a monitoring and control
system or by SMS.

to the computer via a USB device.

Identification Key

Driver Card Reader

This accessory can be used when a vehicle is used
by more than one person or when one person uses
a number of vehicles. It shows who used the vehicle,
and when, and who was in charge of it. It is possible
to block the vehicle’s engine and notify the driver by

The Driver card reader is designed for reading driver
card data and transmitting it to the vehicle monitoring
adopted .ddd format. The reader is connected to the
GPS tracking equipment.
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